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Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 110 hours per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources,
gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information.  Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this
collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden to Washington Headquarters Services, Directorate for Information Operations and Reports, 1215 Jefferson
Davis Highway, Suite 1204, Arlington, VA 22202-4302, and to the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reduction Project (0704-0188), Washington, D.C. 20503.

1. TITLE

Supplemental Data For Provisioning (SDFP)

2. IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

     DI-ALSS-81557

3. DESCRIPTION/PURPOSE
3.1  SDFP is the technical data which provides definitive identification of dimensional, materiel, mechanical, electrical,
or other characteristics adequate for provisioning of the support items of the end article(s) on contract.  SDFP consists of
data needed to indicate the physical characteristics, location, and function of the item.

3.2  SDFP provides for technical identification of items for maintenance support considerations; preparation of item
identification for the purpose of assigning National Stock Numbers (NSNs); review for item entry control;
standardization; review for potential interchangeability and substitutability; item management coding; preparation of
allowance/issue lists; and source, maintenance, and recoverability coding.

4. APPROVAL DATE
(YYMMDD)

071097

5. OFFICE OF PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY (OPR)

         F-AFMC/LGIM

6a. DTIC APPLICABLE 6b. GIDEP APPLICABLE

7. APPLICATION/INTERRELATIONSHIP
7.1  This Data Item Description (DID) contains the format and content preparation instructions for the data product
generated by the specific and discrete task requirement as delineated in the contract.

7.2  This DID is applicable to all contracts which contain provisioning requirements unless the item is:
       a.  Identified by a government or industry specification or standard which completely describes the item including its
materiel, dimensional, mechanical, and electrical characteristics.
       b.  Identified in the Federal Logistics Information System with an NSN.
       c.  Listed as a reference item (subsequent appearance of an item) on a parts list.

8. APPROVAL LIMITATION 9a. APPLICABLE FORMS 9b. AMSC NUMBER

    F7273

10. PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS
10.1  Format.  Contractor format is acceptable.

10.2  Content.  SDFP shall consist of the minimum data necessary to identify dimensional, materiel, mechanical,
electrical, or other descriptive characteristics necessary to serve the purposes (See 3.2) of this DID.

11.  DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT

   DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A:  Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
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